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sand, cooked ten or fifteen minutes, finely chopped, seasoned
with salt and butter, and garnished with a spoonful of
crumbled egg yolk on top, if desired. Any new food should
be introduced on a day when the child is feeling reasonably
jolly. The rest of the family should openly show their
enthusiasm for wholesome food. A reasonable portion of
the food should be put on the child's plate, and no direct
reference to his eating should be made. If such a course
has been persistently pursued, the chances are that the child
will eat his food as the others do. Lack of appetite is very
common in certain well-to-do groups; relatively rare among
country children.
Writers are increasingly emphasizing the - study of the
individual child with respect to his eating habits and
the need for allowing him some freedom of choice, main-
taining that doing so eliminates a major cause of food re-
fusal. Attention should be given to individual differences
in this as well as in other aspects of child study and guidance.
Specific practices that in individual cases are reported to be
effective are: consistency; a pleasant, cheerful, matter-of-
factness and high expectancy that the child will eat well;
opportunity for freedom of choice; removal of pressure; good
parental or adult example; help with the mechanics of eating
in order to preclude strain; avoidance of discussion of the
child's eating habits in his presence; avoidance of overfeeding
— considerable reliance upon appetite as a guide; an extra
smile or word of approval,3
The parent or nursery school teacher should consider the
whole situation rather than attempt to apply specific rules.
He should not fear being inflexible so much as building
resistance.
Overcoming Bad Feeding Habits. — More difficulty is en-
countered when bad eating habits have gained headway.
One child teases for tastes of all the foods the adults are
eating. Someone at one time began giving him a taste of
s Gertrude Borgeson, Techniques Used by the Teacher in the Nursery
School Luncheon Period. New York: Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity, 1937.

